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Just lately it has become popular to rename your semiconductor company. Everyone seems to be re-badging 
themselves with names that dare to be different but that are less meaningful than their old ones. Some very 
sensible companies are discarding their brand-names in a vogue-ish streamlining and restructuring that is 
leaving many of us puzzled. Why cast off well-known and trusted names for the like of Agilent, Conexant, 
Infineon, Lucent, or simply ‘ON’? Interestingly, most of these companies have some association with Ill-Vs 
products and so they will be of great interest to our readers. 
W 
e’ve already been reas- 
sured as to its commit- 
ment to GaAs but 
Motorola has gone further than 
most and has sold off some of its 
semiconductor operations to an un- 
familiar holding company, the Texas 
Pacific Group. The name Motorola 
will continue with its familiar mi- 
crocontrollers etc., but the sold-off 
semis will now be known under the 
appellation ON Semiconductor. 
This rash of neologism shows 
some sign of justification for the re- 
naming of Motorola SPS, since it is 
no longer part of Motorola. So too, 
Rockwell wanted a visible separa- 
tion from its semiconductor activi- 
ties and duly formed and floated 
Conexant. In time we have got used 
to this name, it sounds like it means 
connecting things. AT&T did some- 
thing similar a while back, naming its 
semiconductor business Lucent. 
Reminiscent of ‘lucite’ (or perspex) it 
was clearly different. It may also lay 
claim to the blame for starting off 
this mayhem. Many of the names 
have the suffix ‘em’ or ‘-ant’ and all 
have the letter ‘n’ in them.This could 
be a coincidence but they all sound 
pseudo-technical while being inof- 
fensive and international. This is de- 
liberate.These companies want to be 
seen as global and yet have a name 
that means nothing offensive in any 
language and has no undesirable as- 
sociations.They also are indicative of 
the trend for globalization. 
And it is not that these faddish 
things are confined to North 
American companies. In Germany, 
Siemens wanted to float off its 
semiconductor activities. Step one 
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was to make it clear to everyone, 
investors and customers alike, that 
the semiconductor business was a 
standalone entity - it could not car- 
ry on being called Siemens 
Semiconductors. After some 
thought they came up with the 
name Infmeon. Maybe someone 
had seen Disney’s Toy Story: ‘To 
Infmeon and Beyond.. .!‘? 
Acronyms out 
Gone are the days of acronymic 
naming - or are they? The recent 
merger of QED + EPI = IQE plc and 
subsequent flotation have passed 
seemingly without incident. It 
amounts to a fairly well-balanced 
equation but this spate of neolo- 
gisms has made it somewhat old- 
fashioned to adopt a three-letter 
acronymic. But you can be sure 
that a lot of thought goes into 
these decisions. EPI was simple 
and to the point, even if it occa- 
sionally proved troublesome 
thanks to similarly named outfits. 
QED was memorable but it was 
not immediately obvious that they 
made MBE epiwafers. When you 
expanded the acronym it was 
made clearer, even if the company 
did not actually make devices and 
took pains to reassure its cus- 
tomers (mainly device makers) 
that it did not. 
Agile HP 
Another well-known name under- 
going transformation is that world 
leader in optoelectronics, Hewlett- 
Packard (HP). ‘Agilent Technologies’ 
is the name of the new entity in- 
corporating HP’s semiconductor 
components business. Once again, 
it is a neo-word intended to 
be redolent of ‘being agile’ and 
‘technical’. The Semiconductor 
Products Group now sits alongside 
other activities such as Test and 
Measurement, and Healthcare 
Solutions. 
Agilent is the result of HP’s plan 
to strategically realign itself into 
two fully independent companies: 
the former measurement and com- 
ponents businesses. Readers will 
wonder about HP’s LED and mi- 
crowave activities. This has been 
made complicated by the fairly new 
LumiLeds joint venture with Royal 
Philips Electronics versus the 
Semiconductor Products Group 
(SPG) LEDs. Apparently, LumiLeds 
will own the San Jose fabs that are 
producing the high-brightness 
AlInGaP devices and the InGaN de- 
vices (for phosphor-white). To illus- 
trate the confusion which usually 
arises, because the parts of the San 
Jose fabs that produce other LED 
types cannot be separated, at least 
initially, there will probably be an 
agreement for LumiLeds to supply 
Agilent/SPG with LED chips for 
‘non-illumination’ applications. 
So you can see how troublesome 
something as simple as changing 
your name can become. Even once 
you have sorted out what goes 
where and who is in charge of what, 
you must begin what is perhaps the 
toughest part of the job - reassuring 
your customers and constantly re- 
minding them who the company be- 
hind the new name actually is. 
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